The New Science of
Happiness
Going beyond “normal”

HAPPINESS MEASUREMENT
Survey people directly
 Ask friends or observers for independent
assessments of these reports
 Measure electrical activity in the relevant parts
of the brain (left – happy / right – distressed)
All these together tend to correlate which suggests
subjects tend to report accurately.
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Happiness Measurement
The experiencing self
vs
The remembering self
(power of endings)

Seligman’s 3 components of
happiness


Pleasure



Engagement (depth of involvement)



Meaning (personal strengths to serve
larger end)
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Happiness Set-Point


Twin studies suggest happiness is strongly
impacted by our genes



Human happiness or well-being is
remarkably stable. After an initial reaction
to extremely dramatic events – good or
bad – we tend to return to our happiness
set-point.
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Happiness Set Point


Prominent theory holds that happiness is
approx. 50% genetic, and the other half is
attributed to a combination of our life
circumstances and our choices.
Happiness:

S(set range) + c(circumstances) +
H = f(S, C, V)

v(vol. choices)

Things Found To Strongly Impact
Happiness
POSITIVE:
 Concentrating on your social relationships
(friends and family)
 Developing faith
 Being kind to others (giving)
 Meaningful work
 Practicing Gratitude
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Things Found To Strongly Impact
Happiness
NEGATIVE:


Loss of a spouse (widowhood)



Unemployment (and searching)



Long-term care of sick relative

(8 yrs)

HAPPINESS & MONEY
Money strongly impacts happiness only
when it brings us up from impoverished
deprivation to a basic subsistence level
After that, even great wealth only brings a
very small increase in happiness
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HAPPINESS & MONEY


Social Comparison: Money related
happiness is dependent on the fortune of
our reference group. (Bronze medalists.)
Harvard students (50/25 : 100/250)



Habituation: We adapt to our income
level, and return to our happiness setpoint. (.40 cent finding).

Income vs. Friendship


We don’t tend to habituate to social
richness in the same way we do income.
Making a lot of friends this year doesn’t
mean I’ll need more friends in the year
that follows to maintain socially related
happiness.
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HAPPINESS & WORK
People are happy at work to the extent that they
are “engaged” or meaningfully present. Two of
the strongest predictors of this are:


Having a best friend at work



Having a boss that cares about you as a person
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Unemployment
Reduces income, self-respect, social
relationships.
 You don’t habituate to it.
 Leaves psychological scar even after reemployment.


Happiness and Religion


Belief in God is correlated with greater
happiness



This holds across various faiths and ethnic
groups



Those that hold a “framework of belief”, even
along the lines of a philosophy of life, also
benefit.
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Happiness and Age

(self-report – 350,000 Americans – WB Ladder)

Proceedings of the National Council of Sciences (2010)
controversial U shape! – but happiness increasing with age less so.

GRATITUDE


1,000 adults randomly assigned to three groups
instructed to use daily journals




1. rated their daily moods (1 – 6)
2. same as above but added daily hassles
3. same as above but added gratitude

Group 3 had more happiness, spent more time
exercising, were more likely to have regular checkups, and were more likely to practice preventative
health
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Further reading






Time magazine article by Wallis from January 11, 2005
“The New Science of Happiness”
Happiness: Lessons from a new science (2005) by
economist Richard Layard.
Authentic Happiness (2004) by psychologist Martin
Seligman
The How of Happiness (2008) by psychologist Sonja
Lyubomirski
“A Formula for Happiness” by social scientist Arthur
Brooks(New York Times Sunday Review, 2013)
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